
While sex-related differences in Parkinson’s disease (PD) are well-described, with prevalence and PD onset significantly higher and earlier in men compared to women, these differences 
remain poorly understood. While clinical profile of symptomatology also seems to differ among the sexes, there is little information on sex differences in the patterns of neurodegeneration, and findings 
are mixed on sex differences related to disease progression.
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Differential impact of sex on clinical features of synucleinopathies:

PFF-injected females showing a more benign phenotype while displaying greater and more accelerated 
neurodegeneration at early stages, prior to symptomatology/peri- symptom onset.

Post-symptom onset, males developed widespread pathology accompanied by a more severe disease phenotype.

PFF-injected males succumbed to their symptoms at significantly higher and faster rates than their female 
counterparts.

These findings support the idea that PD development may involve different mechanisms, yielding distinct prognosis 
between the sexes, which may have implications for research into neuroprotection and sex-specific analyses in 
pre-clinical drug trials.
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Figure 5. Sex specific disease progression patterns at pre- and post-motor symptom onset. [A] NMF decomposition at 90 dpi (pre-motor symptom onset) for three separate NMFs (all subjects (n=87) versus males only (n=44) versus females 
only (n=43)); k=6 components. Significant group differences in subject component weights were observed for only one of six components for each of the three NMF runs (component 1, 5, and 1 respectively). The spatial pattern of voxel weights 
(denoted by the colour map) plotted onto the mouse brain, depicts patterns of voxels sharing a similar covariance pattern. Dice-kappa overlay score was used to examine the spatial similarity between the three spatial patterns; higher kappas 
denote greater overlap. The greatest overlap with the all subject NMF component was with the female-only spatial component (κ=0.62), thus suggesting that the all subject component is predominantly female driven, although observing no 
statistical significance of injection group by sex interaction for the subject weights for the all subject component 1. [B] NMF decomposition at 120 dpi (post-motor symptom onset) (k=6 components; n=32; component 6). Plot of subject weights 
shows marginal significance of injection and sex (p=0.088) for the subject weights of the male PFF-injected mice (red filled with blue outline boxplot). [C] Sex differences in terms of duration of motor symptoms (from first day to endpoint day) for 
M83 Hu-PFF mice (red boxplots; blue outline for male and pink outlined for female mice). Percent survival of the mice plotted across the days post-injection (dpi). Almost 30% of the male Hu-PFF-injected mice (blue dashed line) succumbed to 
their disease progression a couple days prior to the 120 dpi time point (group by sex interaction; male Hu-PFF-injected mice had lower survival rates; p=0.0015).
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Effects for M83 Hu-PFF over time (compared to M83 PBS)

Across disease progression

Methods

Figure 3. Voxel-wise whole brain patterns were obtained using orthogonal projective NMF 
(Patel et al., 2020). NMF decomposes an input matrix (composed of the ratio values and 
Jacobians (volumes) at each voxel for each subject) into two matrices; 1) component weights 
(k=6), which describes clusters of voxels sharing a covariance pattern, and 2) subject weights, 
which describes how each subject loads onto each pattern. The spatial pattern of voxel scores 
for each component were plotted onto the average template. Injection group differences in 
subject weights for each component metric were assessed using general linear models.

Figure 1. Hemizygous M83 aSynA53T transgenic mice (Giasson et al., 2002) 
received an injection of human alpha-synuclein (aSyn) preformed fibril (Hu-PFF) or 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS; control group) in the right dorsal striatum (n~8 
mice/group/sex/time point).

1) Experimental Design
2) Pathology measures: 

Deformation-based Morphometry (DBM)

Figure 2. Voxel-wise volume measures were derived from deformation based morphometry of T1-weighted MRI images (100 μm3 isotropic voxels; Bruker 
7T) acquired at 30, 90 and 120 days post-injection (dpi). Mice brains are registered together through a series of linear and nonlinear registration steps to a 

group template. The deformation fields map the minimum deformation required at a voxel-level to map each subject to the average neuroanatomy of the 
group. These alterations could either be expansions or contractions and are dependent of the magnitude of the deformation at each voxel. 

Results

3) Pathology brain patterns: Non-negative matrix factorization
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Figure 4. Sex differences in PFF-induced brain pathology examined using voxel-wise volumetric trajectories over time. [A] Coronal slices of the mouse brain (from anterior to posterior from top left to bottom right) with t-statistical map overlay 
demonstrating the effects of injection and sex in M83 hemizygous mice. Colour map describes the slope (injection by sex interaction). [B] Plot of relative volume change (mm3) over the four time points (-7, 30, 90 and 120 days post-injection) for 
a peak voxel in the injection site (right striatum); solid line for PBS-injected mice, dashed line for human PFF-injected mice, blue for male and red for female mice. Volumetric decline observed for Hu-PFF injected mice (compared to PBS 
injected mice), with steepest rate of decline for male PFF-injected mice (blue dashed line).interaction was observed whereby male Hu-PFF-injected mice had lower survival rates (p=0.0015; not shown).
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